EMAX® 2 PLUS
HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC SYSTEM

ANSPACH®
EMAX 2 PLUS HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC

HANDPIECE
- Air cooled
- Small and lightweight
- Well-balanced
- Angled, swivel elbow provides flexibility
- 80,000 RPM
- Optional hand control

CONSOLE
- Optional on-board irrigation
- Integrated air cooling
ATTACHMENTS

- Variety of Options
- Versatile; otology, spine and neuro applications
- Dedicated otologic curved micro (OCM) attachment and curved burrs

DEDICATED CLEANING BASKET

- Automated washing and sterilization
- Simple to load and unload
ORDERING INFORMATION

ANSPACH® Power Tools Electric System
EMAX2PLUS EMAX 2 Plus Handpiece
SC2101 System Console, with Irrigation
SC2102 System Console, without Irrigation
E-FP Electric Systems Foot Control
E-FP-DIR Electric Systems Foot Control with Direction
E-FP-DIR/IRR Electric Systems Foot Control with Direction and Irrigation

ANSPACH Power Tools Electric System Accessories
05.001.100 Cart
EX-BSKT-BTM Cleaning and Sterilization Basket Bottom
EX-BSKT-INS Cleaning and Sterilization Basket Insert
EX-BSKT-LID Cleaning and Sterilization Basket Lid
ACB Attachment Cleaning Brush
SDCB Small Diameter Attachment Cleaning Brush

ANSPACH Power Tools Irrigation Accessories
IRR-TUBE Sterile Tubing for Irrigation System
IRR-TUBE-HF High Flow Sterile Tubing for Irrigation System
IRR-CLIP-10 Irrigation Clip for SHORT Attachment
IRR-CLIP-20 Irrigation Clip for QD8 and QD8-S Angle Attachments
IRR-CLIP-30 Irrigation Clip for SHORT-HD Attachment
IRR-CLIP-40 Irrigation Clip for MEDIUM-HD and LONG-HD Attachments
IRR-CLIP-50 Irrigation Clip for MEDIUM, LONG, LONG-S and LONG-01 Attachments
IRR-CLIP-60 Irrigation Clip for QD11, QD11-S, QD14 and QD14-S Angle Attachments

ANSPACH Power Tools Attachments
SHORT 5 cm Short Attachment
MEDIUM 8 cm Medium Attachment
LONG 11 cm Long Attachment
LONG-S 10.5 cm Long Attachment
LONG-01 10.5 cm Long Attachment, non-tapered end
MIA16 16 cm Minimally Invasive Attachment
SHORT-HD 5 cm Short Heavy Duty Attachment
MEDIUM-HD 8 cm Medium Heavy Duty Attachment
LONG-HD 11 cm Long Heavy Duty Attachment
XL-HD 20.2 cm Heavy Duty Extra Long Attachment
CRANI-A-R Rotating Adult Craniotome
CRANI-A Adult Craniotome
CRANI-P Pediatric Craniotome
CRANI-L Large Craniotome
QD8 8 cm Angle Attachment
QD8-S 7.5 cm Angle Attachment
QD11 11 cm Angle Attachment
QD11-S 10.5 cm Angle Attachment
QD14 14 cm Angle Attachment
QD14-S 13.5 cm Angle Attachment
CSR60 Perforator Driver with Hudson End
ADG 7.2 cm Adjustable Drill Guide
OCM Otologic Curved Micro Attachment

Minimal Access Attachments
MA-D20 20°Angle Driver
MA-DRIVER Straight Driver

Bearing Sleeves
MA-15S 15 cm Straight
MA-15ST 15 cm Straight, Tapered
MA-15C 15 cm Curved
MA-10S 10 cm Straight
MA-10C 10 cm Curved
MA-19ST 19 cm Straight, Tapered

Limited Warranty and Disclaimer: DePuy Synthes Companies products are sold with a limited warranty to the original purchaser against defects in workmanship and materials. Any other express or implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness, are hereby disclaimed. Please also refer to package insert(s) or other labeling associated with the devices identified in this brochure.
CAUTION: Federal Law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician.
Some devices listed in this brochure may not have been licensed in accordance with Canadian law and may not be for sale in Canada.
Not all products are currently available in all markets.